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Overview
This week of Committee meetings brought presentations by the Governor’s office about the proposed budget
that Governor DeSantis shared with the legislature. Overall, the draft budget proposes a total of 91.3 Billion
dollars in expenditures with about $33.8B coming from General Revenue. Of the total budget, 41% is for
Human Services, 29% is for education and 17% would go to transportation and economic development. The
other spending categories become small percentages. Of the transportation and economic development portion,
the Governor is proposing to spend $15.8B and transportation is $10.8B of that amount. There are no general
revenue funds going to transportation in this budget, all monies are coming from the transportation trust fund.
Of the $10.8B amount proposed for transportation, here is a look at the major issues funded:
Transportation Work Program of $9.92B
Expand Transportation System Capacity
Highway Construction
Scheduled Repair and Replacement of Bridges
Work Program Integration Initiative

$3.2 Billion
$2.7 Billion
$277 Million
$25.4 Million

The budget would fund 6238 positions at the Department of Transportation. The Governor’s office presentation
went well in front of the Senate Transportation, Tourism and Economic Development Appropriations
Subcommittee as well as in front of the House Transportation and Tourism Appropriations Subcommittee. The
presentation given was detailed enough to provide the proper level of detail and was articulated well. That
certainly helped, the fact that transportation spending is generally viewed positively by members of the
legislature also helped. Overall, both committees were positive about transportation and Representative Geller
shared his thanks for the Road Rangers who keep motorists safe on our roadways. He had a personal
experience where a Road Ranger helped him and the service impressed him greatly.
Starting with this newsletter, all updates to bills shown below will be in RED so you can quickly distinguish
between updates and old news. A few more bills have been filed and certainly many more will be filed over the
coming months. Your MPOAC Legislative Update will keep you apprised of newly filed bills and
amendments.
Grab a cup of coffee and enjoy this edition of the MPOAC Legislative Update.
Important Dates for the 2019 Legislative Session
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o January 25, 2019 - deadline for submitting requests for drafts of general bills and joint resolutions,
including requests for companion bills
o March 1, 2019 - Deadline for approving final drafts of general bills and joint resolutions, including
companion bills
o March 5, 2019 - Regular Session convenes, deadline for filing bills for introduction
o April 20, 2019 - All bills are immediately certified, motion to reconsider made and considered the same
day
o April 23, 2019 - Last day for regularly scheduled committee meetings
o May 3, 2019 - Last day of Regular Session

Committee Meeting schedule prior to the official
Legislative Session beginning on March 5th
January 2019 - Week of the 7th
January 2019 - Week of the 22nd
February 2019 - Week of the 4th
February 2019 - Week of the 11th
February 2019 - Week of the 18th
Legislation of interest to the membership
This is a summary of transportation related bills filed and published on the legislature’s website
as of February 07, 2019. More bills will be filed during the 2019 session and as they are made
available the newly filed transportation bills will be added to this list. The bills are listed in
numerical order for your convenience. As the session and bills progress, this ordering of bills
will make it easier to follow the status of any particular bill you are tracking.
SB 68: Transportation Disadvantaged – (Book) - Requiring community transportation
coordinators, in cooperation with the coordinating board, to plan for and use any available and
cost-effective regional fare payment systems that enhance cross-county mobility for specified
purposes for the transportation disadvantaged; requiring each coordinating board to evaluate
multicounty or regional transportation opportunities to include any available regional fare
payment systems that enhance cross-county mobility for specified purposes for the transportation
disadvantaged, etc. Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Appropriations Subcommittee on
Transportation, Tourism, and Economic Development; Appropriations.
HB 71: Traffic Offenses – (McClain; Co-Introducers: Stevenson; Stone) – Identical to SB
158 by Baxley. Provides criminal penalties for person who commits moving violation that
causes serious bodily injury to or death of vulnerable road user; requires person to pay specified
fine, serve minimum period of house arrest, & attend driver improvement course; requires court
to revoke person's driver license for minimum specified period; defines "vulnerable road user".
Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee; Criminal Justice Subcommittee;
State Affairs Committee.
SB 72: Alligator Alley Toll Road – (Passidomo; Co-Introducers: Hooper) – Identical to HB
6011 by Rommel. Requiring specified fees to be used indefinitely, instead of temporarily, to
reimburse a local governmental entity for the direct actual costs of operating a specified fire
station, etc. Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Appropriations Subcommittee on
Transportation, Tourism, and Economic Development; Appropriations.
HB 75: Expanded Uses of Unmanned Aircraft – (Yarborough; Co-Introducers: Grieco;
Killebrew) – Similar to SB 132 by Rouson. Permits use of drones by law enforcement agencies
& other specified entities for specified purposes. Referred to Criminal Justice Subcommittee;
State Affairs Committee; Judiciary Committee.
SB 76: Use of Wireless Communications Devices While Driving – (Simpson; CoIntroducers: Passidomo; Hooper; Mayfield; Book; Rouson; Berman) – Similar to HB 107
(Toledo, Slosberg) and H 45 (Slosberg). Creating the "Florida Ban on Wireless Communications
Devices While Driving Law"; prohibiting a person from operating a motor vehicle while

listening or talking on a wireless communications device for the purpose of voice interpersonal
communication; deleting a provision requiring that enforcement of this section be accomplished
only as a secondary action, etc. Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Innovation, Industry,
and Technology; Judiciary; Rules
SB 78: Public Financing of Construction Projects – (Rodriguez) – Identical to HB 169 by
Fernandez. Prohibiting state-financed constructors from commencing construction of certain
structures in coastal areas without first conducting a sea level impact projection study and having
such study published and approved by the Department of Environmental Protection; requiring
the department to develop by rule standards for such studies; providing for enforcement;
requiring the department to publish such studies on its website, subject to certain conditions, etc.
Referred to Environment and Natural Resources; Infrastructure and Security; Appropriations
Subcommittee on Agriculture, Environment, and General Government; Appropriations.
HB 107: Use of Wireless Communications Devices While Driving – (Toledo; Slosberg; CoIntroducers: Beltran; Casello; Cortes; Duran; Eskamani; Gottlieb; Grieco; Hattersley;
Killebrew; Massullo; McClure; Overdorf; Polo; Smith, C.; Stark; Stevenson; Thompson; Webb)
– Similar to SB 76 (Simpson). Revises short title & legislative intent; prohibits person from
operating motor vehicle while using wireless communications device for purpose of nonvoice or
voice interpersonal communication; redefines term "wireless communications device" to include
voice communications; requires deposit of fines into Emergency Medical Services Trust Fund;
removes provision requiring that enforcement be accomplished only as secondary action.
Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee; Appropriations Committee; State
Affairs Committee.
SB 116: Motor Vehicle Racing – (Stewart) – Identical to HB 611 (Mercado). Increasing the
criminal penalty for a third or subsequent violation related to motor vehicle racing within a
specified period after the date of a prior violation that resulted in a conviction, etc. Referred to
Infrastructure and Security; Criminal Justice; Judiciary; Rules.
SB 132: Drones – (Rouson) – Similar to HB 75 (Yarborough). Defining the terms “dangerous
or deadly weapon” and “large-scale event”; authorizing the use of a drone by a law enforcement
agency to prepare for or monitor safety and security at a large-scale event; prohibiting a law
enforcement agency using a drone in an authorized manner from equipping it with specified
attachments or using it to fire projectiles, etc. Referred to Criminal Justice; Infrastructure and
Security; Rules. On Committee agenda – Criminal Justice, 02/11/19, 2:30PM Room 37 Senate
Bldg.
SB 144: Impact Fees – (Gruters) – Similar to HB 207 (Donalds). Revising the minimum
requirements for impact fees adopted by a local government; exempting water and sewer
connection fees from the Florida Impact Fee Act, etc. Referred to Community Affairs; Finance
and Tax; Appropriations. On Committee agenda-- Community Affairs, 02/05/19, 2:00 pm, 301
Senate Building --Temporarily Postponed.
SB 158: Traffic Offenses – (Baxley) – Identical to HB 71 by McClain. Citing this act as the
"Vulnerable Road User Act"; providing criminal penalties for a person who commits a moving
violation that causes serious bodily injury to, or causes the death of, a vulnerable road user;
requiring that the person pay a specified fine, serve a minimum period of house arrest, and attend
a driver improvement course; requiring that the court revoke the person’s driver license for a
minimum specified period, etc. Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Appropriations
Subcommittee on Criminal and Civil Justice; Appropriations.

HB 169: Public Financing of Construction Projects – (Fernandez) – Identical to SB 78 by
Rodriguez. Prohibiting state-financed constructors from commencing construction of certain
structures in coastal areas without first conducting a sea level impact projection study and having
such study published and approved by the Department of Environmental Protection; requiring
the department to develop by rule standards for such studies; providing for enforcement;
requiring the department to publish such studies on its website, subject to certain conditions, etc.
Referred to Agriculture and Natural Resources Subcommittee; Appropriations Committee; State
Affairs Committee.
HB 207: Impact Fees – (Donalds) – Similar to SB 144 (Gruter). Revises minimum
requirements for adoption of impact fees by specified local governments; authorizes prevailing
party to recover attorney fees under certain circumstances; exempts water & sewer connection
fees from Florida Impact Fee Act. Referred to Local, Federal and Veterans Affairs
Subcommittee; Commerce Committee; State Affairs Committee.
SB 306: Traffic Infraction Detectors – (Brandes) – Similar to HB 6003 by Sabatini.
Repealing provisions relating to the installation and use of traffic infraction detectors to enforce
specified provisions when a driver fails to stop at a traffic signal, provisions that authorize the
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, a county, or a municipality to use such
detectors, and the distribution of penalties collected for specified violations; amending provisions
relating to distribution of proceeds, enforcement by traffic infraction enforcement officers using
such detectors, procedures for disposition of citations, preemption of additional fees or
surcharges, compliance, amount of penalties, registration and renewal of license plates, and
points assessed for certain violations, to conform provisions to changes made by the act, etc.
Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation,
Tourism, and Economic Development; Appropriations. Withdrawn.

HB 311: Autonomous Vehicles – (Fisher) – Co-Introducers: Rodriguez; Mayfield) Exempts autonomous vehicles & operators from certain prohibitions; provides that human
operator is not required to operate fully autonomous vehicle; authorizes fully autonomous
vehicle to operate regardless of presence of human operator; provides that automated driving
system is deemed operator of autonomous vehicle operating with system engaged; authorizes
Florida Turnpike Enterprise to fund & operate test facilities; provides requirements for operation
of on-demand autonomous vehicle networks; revises registration requirements for autonomous
vehicles. Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee; Transportation and
Tourism Appropriations Subcommittee; State Affairs Committee.
HB 341: Motor Vehicles and Railroad Trains – (LaMarca) - Requires that, in event of crash
involving railroad train, collection of certain information be at discretion of law enforcement
officer having jurisdiction to investigate crash; specifies that certain persons are not considered
passengers for purpose of making crash reports. Not yet assigned to committees.
SB 350: Impact Fees – (Hutson) – Prohibiting local governments from charging impact fees
for certain developments, etc. Referred to Community Affairs; Infrastructure and Security;
Appropriations.
HB 385: Transportation – (Avila) – Requires certain authority members to comply with
financial disclosure requirements; limits levy of & revises authorized uses of certain surtaxes;
revives Pilot Rebuilt motor vehicle inspection program; revises provisions relating to DOT
design plan approval, transportation project programs, toll collection & use, & M.P.O.
membership; repeals pts. I & V of ch. 348, F.S., related to Florida Expressway Authority Act &
Osceola County Expressway Authority Law. Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee; Ways and Means Committee; State Affairs Committee. On Committee agenda-Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee, 02/13/19, 1:30 pm, Reed Hall.
HB 453: Micromobility Devices and Motorized Scooters – (Toledo) – Similar to SB 542
(Brandes). Authorizes county or municipality to regulate operation of micromobility devices &
for-hire motorized scooters; authorizes county or municipality to require licensure; requires
proof of certain insurance coverage; provides that regulation of micromobility devices & for-hire
motorized scooters is controlled by state & federal law; provides that operator has all rights &
duties applicable to rider of bicycle; exempts micromobility device or motorized scooter from
certain requirements; provides that person is not required to have valid driver license to operate
micromobility device or motorized scooter; authorizes parking on sidewalk; removes
requirements for sale of motorized scooters; exempts micromobility devices & motorized
scooters from certain emblem requirements. Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee; Local, Federal and Veterans Affairs Subcommittee; State Affairs Committee.
HB 476: Child Restraint Requirements – (Perry) – Identical to HB 567 (Slosberg).
Increasing the age of children for whom operators of motor vehicles must provide protection by
using a crash-tested, federally approved child restraint device; increasing the age of children for
whom a separate carrier, an integrated child seat, or a child booster seat may be used, etc.
Referred to Infrastructure and Security; Children, Families, and Elder Affairs; Rules.
SB 542: Micromobility Devices and Motorized Scooters – (Brandes) – Similar to HB 453
(Toledo). Defining the term “micromobility device”; revising the definition of the term
“motorized scooter”; authorizing a county or municipality to regulate the operation of
micromobility devices and for-hire motorized scooters, subject to certain restrictions; authorizing
a county or municipality to require that a person offering micromobility devices or for-hire
motorized scooters be licensed; exempting a micromobility device or motorized scooter from

certain registration, insurance, and licensing requirements, etc. Referred to Infrastructure and
Security; Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation, Tourism, and Economic
Development; Appropriations.
SB 567: Child Restraint Requirements – (Slosberg) – Identical to SB 467 (Perry). Increasing
the age of children for whom operators of motor vehicles must provide protection by using a
crash-tested, federally approved child restraint device; increasing the age of children for whom a
separate carrier, an integrated child seat, or a child booster seat may be used, etc. Referred to
Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee; Children, Families and Seniors Subcommittee;
State Affairs Committee.
HB 605: Tax Increment Revenues – (Casello) – Authorizes counties and municipalities to use
increment revenues under specified conditions. Referred to Local, Federal and Veterans Affairs
Subcommittee; Ways and Means Committee; State Affairs Committee.
HB 611: Motor Vehicle Racing – (Mercado) – Identical to SB 116 (Stewart). Motor Vehicle
Racing; Increases criminal penalty for third or subsequent violation related to motor vehicle
racing within specified period after date of prior violation that resulted in conviction. Referred to
Criminal Justice Subcommittee; Justice Appropriations Subcommittee; Judiciary Committee.
SB 612: Driving Under the Influence – (Baxley) – Requiring that the monthly leasing fee for
an ignition interlock device be discounted by specified percentages under certain circumstances
when a person claims inability to pay; authorizing a court, upon agreement by a state attorney, to
withhold adjudication of guilt for certain criminal violations relating to driving under the
influence, under certain circumstances, etc. Not yet assigned to committees.
SB 622: Traffic Infraction Detectors – (Brandes; Co-Introducer: Diaz) – Similar to HB
6003 (Sabatini). Repealing provisions relating to the installation and use of traffic infraction
detectors to enforce specified provisions when a driver fails to stop at a traffic signal, provisions
that authorize the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, a county, or a
municipality to use such detectors, and the distribution of penalties collected for specified
violations; repealing provisions relating to the authorization to use traffic infraction detectors,
etc. Not yet assigned to committees.
SB 660: Transportation – (Brandes) – Requiring the Department of Transportation to consist
of a central office that establishes policies and procedures and districts that carry out projects as
authorized or required under the policies and procedures of the central office; prohibiting the
driver of any vehicle from following another vehicle more closely than is reasonable and prudent
given certain circumstances; revising the number of times that certain persons may elect to attend
a basic driver improvement course; providing requirements, beginning on a specified date, for
license plates, cab cards, and validation stickers for vehicles registered in accordance with the
International Registration Plan; directing the department to implement protocols for issuing an
optional electronic credential and to procure a related technology system, etc. Not yet assigned
to committees.
HB 681: Florida Transportation Commission – (Zika; Co-Introducer: Roach) – Removes
requirement that Secretary of Transportation be nominated by FTC & that secretary provide
assistance to FTC; removes provisions relating to creation, membership, duties, meetings,
executive director & staff, & budget of FTC; removes requirement that FTC review certain
transportation policy initiatives; repeals provisions relating to transportation performance &
productivity standards; revises membership & member approval of Center for Urban
Transportation Research advisory board; revises provisions relating to review & evaluation of

DOT's tentative work program; requires DOT to determine certain average administrative costs
for expressway authorities; removes FTC rulemaking authority. Not yet assigned to committees.
HB 693: Communications Services – (Fischer) – Reduces communications services tax rate
on sales of communications services; revises authority for municipalities, and counties to impose
permit fees on providers of communications services that use or occupy municipal or county
roads or rights-of-way; deletes procedures, requirements, & limitations with respect to such fees.
Not yet assigned to committees.
SB 728: Growth Management – (Lee) – Authorizing sufficiently contiguous lands located
within the county or municipality which a petitioner anticipates adding to the boundaries of a
new community development district to also be identified in a petition to establish the new
district under certain circumstances; providing requirements for the petition; providing
notification requirements for the petition, etc. Not yet assigned to committees.
SB 898: Transportation – (Diaz) – Revising the authorized uses of proceeds from charter
county and regional transportation system surtaxes; revising the preservation goals of the
Department of Transportation to include ensuring that all work on the State Highway System
meets department standards; requiring the department to approve design plans for all
transportation projects relating to department-owned rights-of-way under certain circumstances;
prohibiting the department from using toll revenues from high-occupancy toll lanes or express
lanes to offset certain funding, etc. Not yet assigned to committees.
HB 6001: Alligator Alley Toll Road – (Rommel) – Identical bill to SB 72 by Passidomo.
Requires specified fees to be used indefinitely to reimburse local governmental entity for direct
actual costs of operating specified fire station. Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee; Transportation and Tourism Appropriations Subcommittee; State Affairs
Committee.
HB 6003: Traffic Infraction Detectors – (Sabatini – Co-Introducers: Grieco; Hill; Jacobs;
Sirois) – Similar bill to SB 306 (Brandes). Repeals provisions relating to Mark Wandall Traffic
Safety Program & authorization to use traffic infraction detectors; repeals provisions relating to
distribution of penalties, transitional implementation, & placement & installation; conforms
cross-references & provisions to changes made by act. Referred to Transportation and
Infrastructure Subcommittee; Appropriations Committee; State Affairs Committee. Favorable
by Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, 12 Yeas, 1 Nay. Now in Appropriations
Committee.
HB 6017: Small-scale Comprehensive Plan Amendments – (Duggan) – Removes acreage
limitations that apply to small-scale comprehensive plan amendments. Referred to Local,
Federal and Veterans Affairs Subcommittee; Commerce Committee; State Affairs Committee.
On Committee agenda-- Local, Federal and Veterans Affairs Subcommittee, 02/13/19, 8:30 am,
12 HOB.
HB 7007: OGSR/Toll Facilities – (General Bill by Oversight, Transparency and Public
Management Subcommittee; Andrade) – Removes scheduled repeal of exemption from public
records requirements for personal identifying information provided for purpose of paying,
prepaying, or collecting tolls & associated administrative charges for use of toll facilities.
Referred to Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee; State Affairs Committee. On
Committee agenda-- Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee, 02/13/19, 1:30 pm, Reed
Hall.

